Background: Mismatch negativity (MMN) is an extensively validated biomarker of cognitive function across both normative and clinical populations and has previously been localized to supratemporal auditory cortex. MMN is thought to represent a comparison of the features of the present stimulus vs. a mnemonic template formed by the prior stimuli.
INTRODUCTION
Mismatch negativity (MMN) is one of the most extensively studied event-related potential (ERP) measures in both cognitive and applied neuroscience research (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) . MMN is elicited when a sequence of repetitive stimuli is interrupted by a stimulus that deviates in any of several physical or conceptual dimensions, including frequency, duration, intensity, direction or omission. Thus, because MMN depends upon a comparison between stimuli rather than just a response to stimuli in isolation, it may be considered a perceptual, rather than a purely sensory response.
One critical question involving MMN concerns the underlying neural circuits.
Generators for auditory MMN have been localized primarily to supratemporal auditory cortex in both humans and non-human primates (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) and thus overlap those of sensory components such as auditory N1. Nevertheless, the inputs to cortex that elicit MMN, as well as the nature of the underlying local circuitry remain to be determined.
One potential basis for the differential response patterns between perceptual and sensory components comes from consideration of the functional anatomy of the main thalamic auditory relay (medial geniculate body, MGB), which provides predominant input into auditory cortex.
Specifically, MGB has at least two discrete thalamocortical projection systems (15, 16) .
The core (lemniscal) projection system originates largely in the ventral nucleus of the MGB and faithfully transmits stimulus specific information and targets layer 4 of A1. This system shows strong frequency tuning and mapping (tonotopic organization). By contrast, the matrix ("non-lemniscal") projection system dominates the dorsal and medial nuclei of the MGB.
This system targets supra-and infra-granular layers of auditory cortex, shows broader frequency tuning with little if any tonotopic organization. It also projects much wider than the core projection system, targeting even to non-auditory brain regions (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) , indicating that the matrix may be involved in higher order perceptual-cognitive processes such as attention. Like the thalamic matrix, the pulvinar nucleus of the thalamus is increasingly implicated in higher level neurocognitive processing (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) .
Therefore, for the present study, we recorded from MGB and pulvinar thalamic regions concurrent to all layers of primary auditory cortex in order to evaluate potential subcortical as well as cortical contributions to MMN generation. Along with answering questions about circuit-level mechanisms potentially underlying MMN generation, we also attempted to address issues of stimulus-specific adaptation (SSA) vs. MMN generation in in awake, behaving monkeys.
Since MMN is defined as the difference in amplitude between a deviant and standard stimulus, one potential mechanism underlying MMN generation could be a reduction in brain response to a repetitive stimulus (i.e. SSA) (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) (41) .
To date, most prior intracranial studies of MMN have used standard tones whose frequency closely matched the preferred frequency (BF) of the recording site (31, 39, 14) , but see (42) . We argued that if deviant stimulus related activity occurs in regions that produce little or no evoked type, feedforward response to either the standard or the deviant tones presented, this cannot be simply a result of SSA, since there is no population level response to adapt. This does not mean that certain neuronal populations, like specific inhibitory neuron classes do not increase their firing in response in A1 regions that fall outside the "lemniscal projection zone" related to a certain tone, but this would not constitute a typical, evoked type response measurable in the neuronal ensemble activity.
MMN generation has been shown to be particularly sensitive to N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor (NMDAR) antagonists such as ketamine or PCP across human (43) (44) (45) , monkey (8, 13) , and rodent studies (46) (47) (48) (49) (50) (51) . Moreover, in rodents, effects of PCP may be prevented by simultaneous treatment with NMDAR agonists such as D-serine, similar to observations in schizophrenia (52, 51) . Nevertheless, local circuit mechanisms have been studied to only a limited degree. Therefore, in the present study we also assessed the effect of ketamine on both cortical and subcortical deviant stimulus related responses.
Our overall results indicate that the effects of deviance detection and SSA are indeed separable and are produced by distinct thalamocortical circuits: the former involving nonlemniscal, thalamocortical matrix projections, and the latter the lemniscal, core thalamocortical system. NMDAR antagonist effects were observed at both subcortical and cortical sites, supporting the importance of NMDAR mediated transmission in the thalamocortical circuit of MMN generation.
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METHODS
Subjects.
We analysed the electrophysiological data recorded during 108 A1 and 82 thalamic penetrations using linear array multielectrode in 7 macaque monkeys (4 female and 3 male) who had been prepared surgically for chronic awake recordings. For details of the surgery see Electrophysiology. Neuroelectric activity was obtained using linear array multi-contact electrodes (23 contacts, 100 µm intercontact spacing). The multielectrodes were inserted acutely through guide tube grid inserts, lowered through the dura into the brain, and positioned such that the electrode channels would span all layers of the cortex (first electrode array), or the most active (most auditory responsive) region of MGB/pulvinar (second electrode array), as determined based on inspection of response profiles to 70 dB, 100 ms duration binaural broadband noise bursts in each experiment (Fig. 1A) . The angle of all thalamic penetrations corresponded to the angle of cortical penetration and was vertical. In some cases, this allowed for bracketing both MGBd (upper recording channels) and MGBv (lower recording channels) with the 2.3 mm long 23 channel electrode array, as illustrated in figure 1A . The recorded neuroelectric signal was divided into field potential (0.1-300 Hz) and MUA (300-6000 Hz) range. MUA data was also rectified in order to improve the estimation of firing of the local neuronal ensemble. One-dimensional current source density (CSD) profiles were calculated from the local field potential profiles using a three-point formula for the calculation of the second spatial derivative of voltage (53) . The advantage of CSD profiles is that they are not affected by volume conduction like the local field potentials, and they also provide a more direct index of the location, direction, and density of the net transmembrane current flow.
At the beginning of each experimental session, after refining the electrode position in the neocortex, we established the best frequency (BF) of the A1 and thalamic recording site using a "suprathreshold" method (54) (55) (56) .
To identify the different thalamic subdivisions described in the study, we used a combined anatomical/physiological/machine learning approach. At the end of each animal's experimental participation, functional assignment of the thalamic recording sites is confirmed histologically by the reconstruction of a subset of electrode tracks through post-mortem histology 6 (Nissl staining, parvalbumin and calbindin immunohistochemistry, e.g. Figure 1B ). For further details see Supplementary Methods.
Behavioral task and stimuli. Subjects were awake during the recordings, but they were not required to respond to the stimuli presented. The data presented here were recorded during trial blocks in which non-overlapping visual and auditory stimuli were presented simultaneously.
Only auditory stimulus related activity was analyzed. The auditory stimulus stream consisted of pure tone beeps with a constant SOA of 624.5-ms. The frequency of the auditory standards was varied across stimulus blocks within the monkey's hearing range (0.3-32 kHz). Frequency deviants (2-4 semitones different from the standard) occurred in the stream of standard tones every 3-9 seconds randomly. Maximally, 14 different frequency tone streams were presented per experiment, but after rejecting trial blocks with considerable movement artifacts (affecting more than 20% of deviant tone related responses), we were left with 1-13 trial blocks per recording site presented (mean=3, std=2.5) (see also Supplementary Methods.
To examine the effect of ketamine on deviant-related thalamocortical responses and surface MMN, in a subset of experiments (12 A1 and 8 MGBd/m sites in 2 monkeys), we administered systemic subanesthetic doses of ketamine (1 mg/kg i.m.). After recording a control trial block, we injected the ketamine in the gluteus maximums of the subjects without removing them from the chair and recorded for 55 minutes at 10-minute intervals (6 post-ketamine trial blocks).
Data analyses.
Data were analyzed offline using native and custom-written functions in Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA). When comparing MUA and CSD responses to standard and deviant tones, we analyzed the same number of responses: responses to all deviant stimuli and responses to the standard that occurred just prior to each deviant (Figures 2-4 ).
For time-frequency analyses (Figures 3-4), continuous oscillatory amplitudes and phases
were extracted by wavelet decomposition (see Supplementary methods).
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RESULTS
We used linear array, 23 contact multielectrodes to record neuroelectric activity from 108 A1 and 82 thalamic sites (MGB ventral nucleus (MGBv, n=18), MGB dorsal and medial nucleus (MGBd/m, n=42), and pulvinar (n=22)) in 7 macaque monkeys ( Fig. 1A) . All analyses were performed on CSD and MUA signals, reflecting transmembrane currents and firing of the neuronal ensemble recorded from respectively.
Frequency specificity of stimulus specific adaptation in A1
We analyzed deviant-related thalamocortical activity using a classic auditory oddball paradigm with infrequent (~10% sequential probability) frequency "deviants" embedded in a rhythmic stream of frequently occurring "standard" pure tones. Frequency deviants (2-4 semitone difference) occurred randomly at 3 to 9 second intervals. Most previous rodent and non-human primate studies of deviant-related activity have utilized stimulus streams with puretone frequency that was a close match to the BF of the recording site (8, 31, 39, 14) , we also presented streams with tone frequencies as much as 6 octaves higher or lower than the BF of the A1 recording site.
Our goal was to test the hypothesis that the deviant-related activity associated with MMN occurs in regions that lack lemniscal thalamocortical inputs related to the tones presented. Figure 1B shows A1 (upper) and auditory thalamus (lower) MUA responses for the first 7 tones in auditory streams, averaged across all trial blocks. Stars denote significant response amplitude differences compared to the first response in the 5-30 ms post-stimulus timeframe for each of the 6 responses following the first response, since if stimulus specific adaption was to occur, these subsequent responses would have significantly lower amplitudes (31, 57, 32, 34, 38) .
Applying the 5/3 rule for extrapolating from human to monkey sensory response latencies (58) , the 5-30 ms timeframe corresponds to the "middle-latency response" timeframe in which correlates of SSA occur in humans (10-50 ms) (59) . As Fig. 1B shows, SSA indeed occurs in A1, but is not detectable in the thalamus, using the same methods.
Next, we examined the same responses in A1 in 4 separate groups that were binned based on their best frequency -tone frequency (BF-TF) difference, from 0 difference, which 8 corresponds to matching BF and TF, to 6 octaves difference ( Fig. 1C histogram) . We found that the adaptation of MUA responses to frequently presented standard tones -i.e. lower response amplitudes following the first response -is detectable only in A1 sites that are closely tuned to the frequency of tones presented (< 1 octave BF-TF difference, Fig 1C, top trace). This indicates that at least on the neuronal ensemble level, SSA only occurs in A1 regions receiving lemniscal thalamocortical inputs related to the auditory stimuli presented, resulting in an evoked type response. Figure 2A and C show that overall, both A1 and Thalamic MUA responses to deviant tones are larger than to the standards immediately preceding the deviants.
Deviant-related A1 MUA response is not frequency specific
Next, we investigated deviant stimulus related MUA responses of A1 in the same "frequency specific" manner as SSA (in 4 groups binned on BF-TF difference). We reasoned that if deviant-related activity simply reflects SSA, it should not be detectable at A1 sites that are not tuned to respond to the tones presented, and therefore, do not produce an evoked type response. We found that in contrast to SSA, deviant-related MUA increase was significant for all 4 A1 site groups, independent of BF-TF difference ( Fig. 2B ).
We also noted that deviant-related MUA response in the early, 5-25 ms timeframe, in which SSA occurs (57, 39, 59) , was only significantly greater than standard tone related response for the blocks in which BF and TF were a close match (< 1 octave difference) ( Fig. 2B top) .
Therefore, for these blocks, SSA and deviant-related activity likely co-occur and might be inseparable as previously suggested (39) . Blocks closest to the <1 octave BF-TF condition might still show slight SSA effects due to its proximity to the BF region. We therefore determined the timecourse of deviant-standard MUA response differences for the 2 groups in which the BF-TF difference was >2.5 octave (2 bottom traces in Fig. 2B ). The deviant-related response onset in these two groups was a close match (33 vs. 32-ms).
To explore a possible thalamic origin of the deviant-related A1 MUA response, we examined standard-and deviant-related response amplitude differences in 3 distinct thalamic regions: the lemniscal nucleus of the MGB, the non-lemniscal nuclei constituting the thalamic matrix, and the pulvinar, which is the largest thalamic nucleus in human and non-human To examine how widespread deviant related thalamic response is, we also determined the percentage of electrode sites with a significant deviant vs. standard stimulus related MUA response enhancement in the 25-50 ms timeframe. Figure 2D displays standard and deviant stimulus related responses for this subset of sites, and the inset shows that the majority are found in the non-lemniscal MGB and pulvinar nuclei, indicating a larger role of the thalamic matrix in deviant stimulus related activity compared to the core. Note that since the terms core vs. matrix and lemniscal vs. non-lemniscal refer to similar thalamocortical projection systems of the MGB (largely MGBv vs. MGBd/m), we use these interchangeably throughout the manuscript, as we feel that these terminologies, based on different anatomical observations (connectivity vs. immunohistochemistry), are overlapping and are equally important when communicating our results.
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CSD correlate of the surface mismatch negativity (MMN) component in A1
Prior monkey studies have shown deviant-related activity in the surface EEG at ~50-100 ms (61, 13, 62) . Here, we also found significant MMN-like activity during 55 -90 ms timeframe in the surface EEG recordings (n=102, p=0013, Wilcoxon signed rank), with the peak negativity at 75 ms ( Figure 3A ).
To examine the relationship between surface and intracranial activity, we inspected standard and deviant stimulus related laminar current source density profiles and found that as As Figure 3E shows, the distribution of sites with a significant deviant-related CSD response was even across different BF-TF differences, verifying MUA-based results that deviant-related responses are not frequency-specific in A1.
Since a previous macaque study found the most significant SSA in the granular layer of A1 (39), we also examined the granular layer sink-source pair in A1 sites with significant deviant-related supragranular responses. Stunningly, we found no significant difference between standard and deviant-related granular CSD activity (Fig. 3F ) in the 25-75 ms time interval (n=196, for sinks: p=0.66, for sources: p=0.227, Wilcoxon signed rank), despite the large significant supragranular response difference (Fig. 3D ). This further supports the notion that while the lemniscal, granulo-centric thalamocortical system might play a role in SSA, deviantrelated extragranulo-centric non-lemniscal activity arises via an independent circuit.
Next we examined the time-frequency signatures of A1 and surface recordings ( Figure   3G ), and found that: 1) the largest significant standard-vs. deviant-related difference in surface EEG is a deviant-related increase in post-stimulus intertrial coherence (ITC) within the theta frequency band (6-9Hz), with little associated power change, and 2) a corresponding difference occurs also in supragranular CSD signals, accompanied by smaller changes in higher frequency bands. This supports the notion that surface MMN at least partly reflects supragranular A1 responses to deviant stimuli.
It is also apparent from the figures that phase-based time frequency differences between responses to standard vs. deviant tones are much more apparent than amplitude-based differences, possibly indicating phase reset as a mechanism. The reason is that phase rest of neuronal oscillations aligns oscillatory phases to the timing of resetting events without any added neuronal activity or evoked type response. To test this, we compared deviant and standard tone related ITC and oscillatory amplitude in 6 frequency bands (delta1 (0.8-2.5 Hz), delta2 (2.6 -4 Hz), theta (4.5 -9 Hz), alpha (9.5 -14 Hz), beta (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) , gamma (28 -55 Hz), high gamma (65 -180 Hz)) in both intracranial and surface recordings. We found that while theta ITC difference was significant both in layer 1 and surface recordings (p layer1 =0.0029; p surface =0.0096, Wilcoxon signed rank, Bonferroni corrected), none of the other variables including theta amplitudes were significantly different in response to standard vs. deviant tones, indicating a specific reset of theta oscillatory activity in response to deviant tones. This does not mean that the only cortical response to deviants is theta phase reset (see the significant deviantrelated amplitude increases in figure 3G, supragranular CSD), but it does show that theta phase reset is a dominant component of deviant detection in the brain.
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The effect of subanesthetic ketamine on deviant-related thalamocortical responses.
To further examine the idea that the deviant-related thalamocortical activity involving the non-lemniscal thalamus and supragranular A1 layers is a correlate of the surface MMN, we administered systemic subanesthetic doses of ketamine (1 mg/kg i.m.) and determined its effect on deviant-related neuronal activity in a subset of experiments (12 A1 and 8 MGBd/m sites in 2 monkeys). Figure 4A shows that, as demonstrated by previous studies (44, 13, 63) , the Post-ketamine supragranular CSD response suppression presented as a diminished theta frequency band ITC difference between standard and deviant stimuli in the time-frequency domain ( Fig. 4E ). To quantify this, we compared theta ITC (6-9 Hz) pre and 5 minutes postketamine injection in the 25-75 ms timeframe, and found that the significantly larger theta ITC related to deviant stimuli vanished following ketamine administration (Wilcoxon signed rank, n=12, p=0.009 vs. p=0.677).
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DISCUSSION
Our current study confirms and extends prior reports of MMN generation within supragranular layers of primary auditory cortex in non-human primates. We show that the strongest intracortical correlate of the MMN is located in Layer 1, and it mostly involves the reset and alignment of theta frequency band neuronal activity to the onset of deviant stimuli. We also demonstrate that in the thalamus, the non-lemniscal, matrix system likely plays a larger role than the lemniscal MGB core in the elicitation of MMN, as most deviant versus standard stimulus related response enhancements were localized to MGBd/m and the pulvinar. These two major novel findings are in alignment as the thalamic matrix projects mainly to Layer 1, as opposed to the thalamic core which targets mainly Layer 4. To our knowledge, this is the first study to evaluate potential contributions of the thalamic matrix and core to MMN generation, as well as the first to investigate the mechanism -modulatory vs. driving -of the intracortical correlate of MMN.
Admittedly, while most of our results are correlational, they allow us to outline a hypothetical deviant detection and activation circuit. We propose that the key constituents of this circuit are the non-lemniscal nuclei of the MGB (MGBd/m), the thalamic reticular nucleus (TRN), layers 1 and 5 of A1, and the pulvinar, which are all elements of the auditory thalamic matrix system (16, 24) . The current results show that deviant-related activity in A1 is not frequency specific, that it occurs in regions tuned to as far as 6 octaves apart and has the same "sign" indicative of excitation in layer 1 (occurring likely through disinhibition, see On the other hand, non-lemniscal or matrix dominated nuclei of the MGB (MGBd/m) exhibit broad frequency tuning, and project broadly to the supragranualar layers (mainly layer 1) of A1 and higher order auditory cortical regions (68, 69, 16) , and are likely responsible for the deviant stimulus related response. Indeed, we found that deviant stimulus-related MUA response 14 enhancement mostly occurs in the non-lemniscal (matrix dominated) nuclei of MGB (MGBd/m), starting around 25 ms. Since the onset of deviant vs. standard stimulus related MUA activity differences occurs much later than MUA response onset in MGB at around 3 ms (28), or even response onset in A1 starting at around 5 ms (55), we hypothesize that deviant detection involves a brain region other than the MGB. Previous studies show that the physiological and anatomical properties of the TRN make this structure an ideal candidate. Two of the key properties that potentially endow TRN with deviant detection capabilities are that TRN neurons are highly sensitive to auditory frequency deviants (70) , and that its circuitry is ideally suited to suppress frequently repeating inputs and enhance salient ones (71) . The role of the TRN is also supported by the study of Yu et al. (70) , who demonstrated that TRN neurons responded more strongly to pure-tone deviant vs. standard stimuli than MGB neurons, which also exhibited deviance detection properties but to a lesser extent.
Besides pointing to a rudimentary hypothetical circuit, our results also dispute the idea that MMN is merely a correlate of SSA, as they are likely generated by, and their effects are disseminated by, distinct thalamocortical circuits. Most importantly, while previous studies suggested that SSA preferentially occurs in regions that produce an evoked type response to standard and deviant tones via frequency specific lemniscal pathways (31, 34, 37, 39) , our results show that the thalamocortical correlates of MMN are not frequency specific. This difference is potentially very important from a functional standpoint. The likely reason it has remained undiscovered thus far is that in most animal studies, the frequency of tones in oddball paradigms is adjusted to be in the vicinity of the best frequency of auditory cortical and thalamic regions studied. We speculate that the practical reason deviant stimulus related thalamocortical neuronal activity identified by our study is non-frequency specific is that the function of such activity is more "alerting" rather than "analyzing". These two distinct functions might be supported by two distinct dynamical components of auditory short-term memory: a detail rich component with rapid decay and a more stable but less detail-rich component (72) .
Finally, our findings indicate that the dominant spectral signature of the monkey MMN is a deviant-related intertrial coherence (ITC) increase focused in the theta band, without much amplitude increase in the same or other frequency bands in layer 1 and surface recordings. This indicates that a major mechanism underlying the MMN component is oscillatory phase reset, characterized by narrow frequency "phase locking" (indexed by ITC) related to a certain inputin this case the deviant stimulus related input -without any associated amplitude increase in the same frequency band. This further differentiates MMN from SSA, as SSA clearly operates on "evoked" responses, characterized by stimulus related MUA and CSD amplitude modulation as shown by previous research (31, 34, 37, 39) and our data ( Figs 1C & 2B) .
To summarize, previous studies show that there are two main, functionally distinct types of event related responses in the brain, "stimulus-evoked" and "phase-reset," whose main spectral signatures are power increase and phase concentration, respectively (73, 67, 74) . We propose that these correspond to the "driving" and "modulatory" response types described by Sherman and colleagues (21, 75, 76) . While SSA involves mostly the former, MMN is mostly generated by the latter mechanism. The two functionally distinct response types are also indicative of two anatomically distinct thalamocortical circuits involved in their generation:
while spatially confined evoked responses in A1 are a consequence of Layer 4 targeting core thalamic projections, modulatory A1 activation occurs via the thalamic matrix that projects broadly to Layer 1 of A1. Upon detection of a deviant stimulus possibly by the TRN matrix projections initiate an A1 wide reset of theta oscillations to their high excitability phases, that has the potential to amplify any deviant stimulus related core thalamocortical inputs.
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SUPPLEMENTARY METHODS
Subjects. All 7 macaque monkeys (5 female and 2 male) weighing 5-7 kg, who participated in the present study had been prepared surgically for chronic awake recordings. Prior to surgery, each animal was adapted to a custom fitted primate chair and to the recording chamber. All procedures were approved in advance by the Animal Care and Use Committee of the Nathan Kline Institute.
Surgery. Preparation of subjects for awake intracortical recording was performed using aseptic techniques under general anesthesia. The tissue overlying the calvarium was resected and appropriate portions of the cranium were removed. The neocortex and overlying dura were left intact. To provide access to auditory cortical and thalamic regions, 2.5-centimeter dimeter plastic recording chambers (Crist Instrument Co. and Rogue Instruments) were positioned about 4 mm from the midline above both hemispheres. Together with socketed Plexiglas bars or custom headposts (to permit painless head restraint), they were secured to the skull with orthopedic screws and embedded in dental acrylic. A recovery time of six weeks was allowed before behavioral training and data collection began.
Electrophysiology.
During the experiments, animals were monitored with infrared and/or low light cameras as they sat in a primate chair in a dark, isolated, electrically shielded, soundattenuated chamber with head fixed in position. Neuroelectric activity was obtained using linear array multi-contact electrodes (23 contacts, 100 µm intercontact spacing, U-and V-probes, Plexon Inc.). Neuroelectric signals were impedance matched with a pre-amplifier situated on the electrode (10x gain, bandpass dc-10 kHz), and after further amplification (500x) signals were recorded continuously with a 0.1 -8000 Hz bandpass digitizer with a sampling rate of 20 kHz and precision of 16-bits using custom made software in Labview (National Instruments, Austin, TX) or with the SNR recording system (Alpha Omega, Alpharetta, GA), which had a sampling rate of 44 kHz. The signal was divided into field potential (0.1-300 Hz) and MUA (300-6000 Hz) range by zero phase shift digital filtering (2 nd order Butterworth filter). MUA data was also rectified in order to improve the estimation of firing of the local neuronal ensemble. One-dimensional current source density (CSD) profiles were calculated from the local field potential profiles using a three-point formula for the calculation of the second spatial derivative of voltage (1) . The advantage of CSD profiles is that they are not affected by volume conduction like the local field potentials, and they also provide a more direct index of the location, direction, and density of the net transmembrane current flow, at least in laminarly organized brain regions. Although MGB and pulvinar lack an apparent laminarly organized structure and therefore do not satisfy the basic assumptions underlying the application of one-dimensional CSD (2), sinks and sources indexing local net transmembrane current flow can still be observed in CSD response profiles. While the interpretation of these sinks and sources is not straightforward, their advantage remains that, as opposed to field potentials, they reflect strictly local synchronous neuronal events (3) .
At the beginning of each experimental session, after refining the electrode position in the neocortex, we established the best frequency (BF) of the A1 and thalamic recording site using a "suprathreshold" method (4) (5) (6) , to make sure that we presented stimulus sequences that were either a frequency match or a mismatch (several octaves difference from BF, see below). The method entails presentation of a stimulus train consisting of 100 pseudorandom order occurrences of a broadband noise burst and pure tone stimuli with frequencies ranging from 353.5 Hz to 32 kHz in half octave steps (duration: 100 ms, r/f time: 5 ms, SOA = 624.5, loudness 50 dB). Auditory stimuli were produced using Labview (National Instruments, Austin, TX) at a 100 kHz sampling rate and presented via MF-1 free field speakers (TDT).
During each experiment, cortical and thalamic responses to the presentation of pure tones, broadband noise bursts, clicks, strobe, and LED flashes were used to determine and refine electrode placement. Longer streams of pseudo-randomly presented pure tones and broadband noise bursts, as well as sound clouds were also used to determine the frequency tuning properties of the recording sites. CSD and MUA response properties in all the above paradigms were used to functionally define cortical areas and thalamic nuclei offline.
Identification of thalamic nuclei. To identify the different thalamic subdivisions described in the study, we used a combined anatomical/physiological/machine learning approach. The targeting of pulvinar vs. MGB nuclei is straightforward based on stereotaxic coordinates due to their relatively large anatomical separation (7) . Reference stereotaxic coordinates in each subject are established during surgery by measuring the exact location and angle of the recording chambers. At the end of each animal's experimental participation, functional assignment of the thalamic recording sites is confirmed histologically by the reconstruction of a subset of electrode tracks through postmortem histology (Nissl staining, parvalbumin and calbindin immunohistochemistry, e.g. Figure   1 ) following transcardial perfusion and whole brain sectioning. The data collected by verified electrode penetrations serve as ground truth (training dataset) for the supervised machine learning approach that is based on a variety of electrophysiological signal-based variables and is used to classify anatomically unverified electrode penetrations.
For the machine learning based classification of thalamic recording sites, we currently extract 32 distinct CSD and MUA features partly from event related responses and partly from ongoing neuronal activity for each recording location (recording location corresponds to a single channel of the linear array multielectrode). These fall into the categories of onset latencies of responses to different auditory stimuli (broadband noise burst, click, and the tonotopy paradigm described above), response amplitudes, the latency of maximal response amplitude, sharpness of tuning, baseline MUA, and the spectral properties of ongoing CSD and MUA (i.e. the ratio of different frequency bands). Additionally, we also include mediolateral, anteroposterior and depth stereotaxic coordinates of the recordings. Using this 32-dimensional feature set, we train the cubic support vector machine algorithm using the MATLAB (Mathworks,Natick, MA) machine learning toolbox on the portion of the dataset with anatomically verified thalamic location. Based on a 5 folds cross-validation, the accuracy of our current algorithm is 94.2%. Finally, we assign the location of the rest of the data (e.g. recorded in animals that are still participating in experiments and therefore no anatomical data is available) using the trained model.
Behavioral task and stimuli. While data recorded from 7 monkeys were utilized for the current experiments, none of them solely participated in the experiments described. Subjects were awake during the recordings, but they were not required to respond to the auditory or visual stimuli presented. In all trial blocks analyzed, auditory and visual stimulus streams were presented simultaneously with differing stimulus onset asynchronies (SOAs) so that visual and auditory stimuli did not have a constant temporal relationship. The auditory stream consisted of pure tone beeps at 40 dB SPL (25 ms duration, 5 ms rise/fall time) with a constant SOA of 624.5 ms, equivalent to a 1.6 Hz repetition rate. The visual stream had a 1.8 Hz repetition rate. The frequency of the auditory standards was either parametrically varied across blocks in half octave steps between 0.3-32 kHz or was set to match the BF of the recording site or was set to a tone frequency at least 2 octaves different from the BF (non-BF streams). Frequency deviants (2-4 semitones different from the standard) occurred in the stream of standard tones every 3-9 seconds randomly.
Maximally, 14 different frequency tone streams were presented per experiment, but after rejecting trial blocks with considerable movement artifacts (affecting more than 20% of deviant tone related responses), we were left with 1-13 trial blocks per recording site presented (mean = 3, std = 2.5).
To be able to examine the effect of ketamine on deviant related thalamocortical responses and the surface MMN component, in a subset of experiments (12 A1 sites and 8 MGBd/m sites in 2 monkeys), we administered systemic subanesthetic doses of ketamine (1 mg/kg i.m.). After recording a control trial block, we injected the ketamine in the gluteus maximums of the subjects without removing them from the chair and recorded for 55 minutes at 10-minute intervals (6 postketamine trial blocks).
Data analyses.
Data were analyzed offline using native and custom-written functions in MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA). CSD and MUA response profiles to a battery of auditory stimuli (see above) were used to determine the boundaries of cortical layers and thalamic nuclei (Fig. 1A) .
In order to examine stimulus specific adaptation, we analyzed how response amplitudes to the first 7 standard tones changed across trial blocks. In order to determine whether subsequent response amplitudes changed, we compared these to the amplitude of the first response of the stimulus train in the 5 -30 ms post-stimulus time interval (Fig 1) .
When comparing MUA and CSD responses to standard and deviant tones, we analyzed the same number of responses: responses to all deviant stimuli and responses to the standard that occurred just prior to each deviant (Figures 2-4) .
For time-frequency analyses ( Figs. 3-4 ), continuous oscillatory amplitudes and phases were extracted by wavelet decomposition (Morlet wavelet, σ = 6). To characterize phase distributions across trials, the wavelet transformed single trial data were normalized (unit vectors), the trials were averaged, and the length (modulus) of the resulting vector was computed (e.g. (8) ).
The value of the mean resultant length, also called inter-trial coherence (ITC), ranges from 0 to 1.
Higher values indicated that the observations (oscillatory phase at a given time-point across trials) are clustered more closely around the mean than lower values (phase distribution is biased).
SUPPLEMENTARY DISCUSSION
Our data clearly demonstrate that MMN generating mechanisms depend upon both subcortical and cortical processes. It appears that non-lemniscal MGB nuclei signal to the cortex that a deviant was detected by their layer 1 thalamocortical projections, possibly targeting calretinin/somatostatin inhibitory neurons which inhibit other inhibitory interneurons that target the distal apical dendrites of pyramidal neurons in Layer 1 (9, 10) . This would result in a net disinhibitory effect, which could explain the deviant stimulus related L1 excitation described by our study. As recently suggested (11, 12) , disinhibiting A1 pyramidal neurons across all of A1 would allow for their enhanced activation by deviant auditory stimulus related specific thalamocortical inputs. Since deviant related response onset latency in the pulvinar is similar to A1 regions not receiving specific standard or deviant stimulus related (granular layer) input, and pulvinar to A1 connectivity is sparse (13) , we hypothesize that the role of the pulvinar is to promptly and widely disseminate deviant auditory stimulus related activity across higher order brain regions. We must emphasize here that our study focused on two thalamic structures (the MGB and pulvinar), and only the first stage of cortical auditory processing (A1). Therefore, the contribution of higher order cortical and subcortical brain regions to MMN generation is yet to be explored. A recent study by Camalier et al. (14) showed significant deviance-related activity in monkey DLPFC and amygdala that was ~50% the amplitude observed in auditory cortex.
Similarly, insular contributions to MMN have been noted in humans (15) , although the degree to which this activity contributes to scalp-recorded activity remains to be determined.
We found that deviant-related activity can occur independently of SSA in A1 regions that do not receive lemniscal input related to the auditory frequency of either the standard or deviant stimulus, demonstrating critical differences between the two processes. As in the case of surface MMN recordings in humans (16) (17) (18) , the spectral signature of MMN-like activity in NHP Layer 6 1 was confined mostly to the theta frequency range. Our results also indicate that oscillatory phase reset -a modulatory mechanism -plays a larger role in generating intracortical and surface MMN than an evoked type, driving mechanism, and it is strongly affected by ketamine.
Because we used systemic ketamine injection, the locus of ketamine effect cannot be determined. However, we have previously demonstrated that local infusion of NMDAR antagonists into auditory cortex significantly disrupts MMN generation (as in the present study and (19, 20) ), suggesting that blockade of cortical NMDAR is sufficient to induce schizophrenialike deficits, although additional dysfunction within subcortical regions such as inferior colliculus may also contribute (21) . In general, the current flow that gives rise to surface-recordable activity arises from spatially aligned dendrites of pyramidal neurons. Ketamine-induced MMN inhibition may therefore reflect reduced NMDAR dependent current flow through open, unblocked NMDAR channels. In addition, it has recently been demonstrated that local inactivation of somatostatin, but not parvalbumin type GABAergic interneurons inhibits visual MMN generation in rodents (10) . Thus, additional effects on somatostatin interneurons may also be critical. Future studies with intracranial and cell-specific manipulations are needed to further probe underlying circuits (22) .
